
The Peaceful Schools Institute™ is more than a training!  
  

 
 

What a wonderful experience!  I would recommend this program to any educator, parent group or school.  Christa is so 
immersed in this program that it is a “way of life.”  She freely shared her beliefs and strategies. It’s contagious!! 
          ~ Donna R., Kindergarten teacher 
 
This was the most beautifully crafted workshop that I have ever attended. I wish it was weekly!   
          ~ Mary R., 8th grade teacher 
 
I have never attended a workshop that has left me as energized as The Peaceful Schools Institute! Our instructor  
empowered us as facilitators of peace within ourselves, the classroom and the school community.  
          ~ Jane T., Math 4-8th grade teacher 
 
Christa’s energy and enthusiasm and knowledge were most enjoyable and helpful in her mission to help us as educators 
create peace in our schools. Loved it!! It was all so valuable. Christa was a terrific and dynamic presenter. 
          ~ Carol G., Guidance Counselor 
 
This was a wonderful program!  I never thought I’d feel excited to go back to school a week after school got out so I can try 
implementing these new ideas.                ~ Theresa C., 1st grade teacher 
 
Christa has this “sixth sense” about her.  The knowledge she imparted was truly grounded in the heart and inspired by her 
vast wisdom.  It was wonderful, and a privilege, to be a part of this Institute.   
         ~ Kellianne M., elementary school teacher 
 
This was the best workshop I have ever taken. I loved all the modeling that was done, and the specific ideas and materials 
I can use right away with students!  It made me more aware of the importance of the social atmosphere of the classroom. 
           ~ Maureen R., Math 5-8th grade teacher 
 
The Institute was wonderful. We received much useful information, and also the chance to practice the ideas.  Christa is so 
well-informed and presents in a manner that is conducive to wanting to implement her suggestions. 
           ~ Angela R., Principal 

 
I really enjoyed the Peace Institute. I found all of the information to be very useful and practical. I enjoyed the feeling of 
community that was established among the group.  Excellent program and I would recommend it to anyone! 
          ~ Lauren V., 1st grade teacher 
 
It was an excellent three days! I found it to be the most practical and effective seminar I’ve ever attended.  Our time  
together was really special!             ~ Kathleen N., 7th grade teacher 
 
Christa was engaging, organized, and presented us with a plethora of ideas to take back to our schools and classrooms.  
The 3 days went by so fast!  The best workshop I’ve done in ages!  I can’t wait to get back to school in September to  
implement the strategies.         ~ Kathleen C., Kindergarten teacher 
 
Not only did I enjoy the Institute, I felt it was worth every minute of my time and will also greatly benefit my students. 
            ~ Lisa D., Art teacher 
 
Every school needs this program! One of the best courses I’ve ever taken!  ~ Judith W., 3rd grade teacher 
 

View the video online at  www.peacepraxis.com/the-peaceful-schools-institute/ 
 
 


